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Natural

beauty
Dried flowers are back in vogue and looking prettier and more stylish
than ever. Winter Flora shows you how to get the look for yourselves

Once a staple of any
1990s home, this
modest decoration is
on the verge of a
revival thanks to the popularity of the
shabby chic and English country
garden-inspired trends, which have
been so dominant. What’s more,
dried ﬂower arranging is hugely
rewarding and relatively simple once
you’ve mastered the techniques. The
key themes for the dried ﬂower
revival are simple; opt for natural
colours and incorporate understated
country garden ﬂowers such as
daisies, larkspur, lavender and statice.
Dried ﬂowers are made to last
and can be designed to match the
seasons, making it a year-round
hobby. Being creative is important,
especially if you’re new to this craft,
so experiment with a number of
diﬀerent varieties. Not all ﬂowers dry
well, but poppies, honesty,
hydrangeas and eucalyptus are more
unusual species that look striking and
endure the drying process well.
There’s also a money-saving issue;
dried ﬂowers have an 18-month
lifespan. Compare that to the cost of
fresh ﬂowers, which need renewing
weekly, and it quickly becomes clear
that dried ﬂowers make ﬁnancial
sense too.

WINTER FLORA
Having grown and dried 10 acres of
flowers this summer alone, Winter
Flora is at the forefront of the dried
flower revival.
Richard Seppings, Managing
Director at Winter Flora says, “A few
years ago, dried flowers went out of
favour but are now making a
comeback. There’s a new focus on
‘Britishness’ and quality, which is why
there’s a desire for naturally grown
dried flowers, as opposed to artificial
flowers. With the vintage tea party
and country garden look still being
popular, dried flowers are the perfect
accessory for 2013.”
With over 40 years experience in
dried flowers, Winter Flora grows a
range of traditional flowers in the
surrounding Norfolk fields and then
dries them in-house, creating a
entirely British product. It is the only
UK company producing dried
flowers on this scale.
Winter Flora produces floral
displays and arrangements for all
seasons and to suit all styles and
homes, from spring collections for
bouquets and posies to summerthemed dried-flower displays and
baskets, autumnal bunches and
branches, as well as wreaths,
garlands and lights for winter and of
course the special Christmas season.
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DRIED FLOWERS

How to make your own dried flower arrangement
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MATERIALS
bunches of larkspur, statice, wheat
& poppy heads
pair of soft cotton gloves or thin
gardening gloves
elastic band
natural jute
cellophane
sticky tape
TOOLS
scissors
coat hanger
airing cupboard

SIMPLY MAKE
Drying flowers is very
seasonal. Select the
flowers you want to dry
and arrange. Cut no more
than 15 stems, otherwise
the drying process will take
too long.
Drying. At home it’s best
to hang the flowers up –
a coat hanger in the
airing cupboard is ideal.
Hanging them upside down
ensures they retain their
shape when dry, and a
darkened environment is best
as bright sunlight will fade the
flowers. In a centrally heated
house the flowers should be
dry in around two weeks.
(See Fig 1.)
Once the flowers have
dried, make your
selection of the best to
feature in your arrangement.
Lining them up side by side
will help you match size and
colour. We’ve chosen to use
(from left to right) statice,
poppies, larkspur and wheat.
(See Fig 2.)
Put on your gloves and
start cleaning the leaves
and debris from the
flowers. Strip down the plants
pulling out the debris as you
go. (See Fig 3.)
‘Knocking up’ is the
process of levelling the
bunch by very gently
dropping it head first onto the
table while keeping a loose
hold of the stems. Not all
flowers require knocking up,
and it will in fact damage
delicate petals, but in this
arrangement the poppies and
wheat require it. (See Fig 4.)
The wheat is the first
bunch to work with as it
forms the base of the
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arrangement. To ensure the
shape holds, start crossing
the wheat by taking a small
bunch at a time and cross
them at 45° angles. Each
time you add a new bunch,
turn the bunch. Soon you’ll
see it splay out at the
bottom, which enables it
to stand. Keep adding until
you create a size you’re
happy with. (See Fig 5.)
To fasten the wheat
wrap sticky tape
around the bunch
about 3⁄4 of the way down.
Once fastened, trim the
ends of the stems to make
them level, making the cut
approximately 10-12cm
below the sticky tape.
To band the wheat,
tie an elastic band
around the bunch
just below the sticky tape
and fasten. It needs to be
relatively tight, but not too
restrictive. Remove the
sticky tape so that the band
will now be the only thing
holding the bunch together.
To tighten the shape at any
point just roll the band
upwards. (See Fig 6.)
Threading the flowers:
Cut down the other
flowers so they
match the same height
as the wheat and start to
thread them into the wheat
bunch. We recommend
approximately six stems
each of the other flowers.
Remember, less is more!
(See Fig 7.)
Use the natural
jute secure the
bunch where
the elastic band sits. Tie
the bunch very tightly to
ensure it holds its shape.
(See Fig 8.)
If you’re giving the
arrangement as a
gift, it’s a nice idea
to wrap it in cellophane and
fasten with ribbon or more
jute. (See Fig 9.)
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WHERE TO BUY
Visit www.winterflora.com
for more information, or call
01502 713346. Follow the company
on twitter @Winter_Flora
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